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AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER BUTLER 

I. I am the Office Manager at the Internet Archive, loca ted in San Francisco, 

California. I make this declaration of my own personal knowledge. 
2. The Internet Archi ve is a website that provides access to a digital library of 

Internet s ites and other cultural artifacts in digital form. Like a paper library, we provide 
free access to researchers, historians, scholars, and the general public. The lntemet 
Archive has pannered with and receives support from various institutions, including the 
Library of Congress. 

3. The lntemet Archive has created a service known as the Way back Machine. The 
Way back Machine makes it possible to surf more than 450 bil lion pages s tored in the 
Internet Archive's web archive. Visitors to the Wayback Machine can search archives 
by URL (i.e., a website address). lfarchive.d records for a URL are available, the visitor 
will be presented with a lis t of available dates. The visitor may select one of those 
dates, and then begin surfing on an archived version of the We b. The links on the 
archived fi les, when served by the Wayback Machine, point to other archived fi les 
(whether HTML pages or images). If a visiror clicks on a link on an archi ved page, the 
Wayback Machine will serve the archived file with the closest available dare to the page 
upon which the link appeared and was clicked. 

4. The archi ved data made viewable and browseable by the Wayback Machine is 
compiled using software programs known as crawlers, which surf the Web and 
auromatically s tore copies of web files, preserving these files as they exist at t.he point of 
time of capture. 

5. The Internet Archive assigns a URL on its site to the archived fi les in the format 
http://web.archive.org/web/ [Year in yyyy)[Month in mm)[Day in dd)[Tirne code in 
hh:mm:ss)/(Archived URL]. Thus, the Internet Archive URL 
http://web.archive.org/web/ 19970 126045828/http://www.arch ivc.org/ would be the 
URL for the record of the Internet Archive home page HTML file 
(hnp://www.archive.org/) archived on January 26, 1997 at 4:58 a.m. and 28 seconds 
(1997/0 1/26 at 04:58:28). A web browser may be set such that a printout from it will 
display the URL of a web page in the printout's footer. The date assigned by the Internet 
Archive applies to the HTML fi le but not to image files linked therein . Thus images that 
appear on a page may not have been arch ived on the same date as rhe HTML fi le . 
Likewise, if a website is designed with "frames," the date assigned by the Internet 
Archive applies to the frameset as a whole, and not the individual pages within each 
frame. 

6. Attached hereto as Exhibit A are true and accurate copies of printo uts of the 
Internet Archi ve's records of the HTM L fi les for the URLs and the dates specified in the 
footer of the pri nt.out. 

7. Allached hereto as Exhibit Bare true and accurate copies ofprintours of 
screenshots of the lntemet Archive's calendar pages, which display the dates for which 
archived captures are avai lable for the URL specified in the attached coversheet for each 
printout. 

8. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

0 AT E:_ .Lfl /.J.'/.""'1.+/J.t;! ( ,_ I I~ ~(\ 
Christopher Butle r 
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Shaping the future of mobile 
communication standards

News & info

2006-05-09: Christian Toche re-elected Chairman of SA5

2006-05-02: 300 delegates attend 3GPP Beijing workshop ; click
here for workshop presentations

2006-05-02: Voting List for SA4#39

Election for Chairman of SA4 to be held in May

2006-04-24: Revised 3GPP Working Procedures as approved by
PCG#16

2006-04-24: PCG#16 welcomes MobileIGNITE as eighth 3GPP
Market Representation Partner

2006-04-21: list of Features by Release, with descriptions

Voting list for SA5#47

Election for Chairman of SA5 to be held in May

3GPP-endorsed conferences

Recruitment of a PTCC Officer - MCC Task 160: Description and
Terms of Reference for 2006-2007

TSG#31 Highlights

UTRA-UTRAN Long Term Evolution and System Architecture
Evolution
    What does the future hold for 3GPP technolgies?

Downloadable iCalendar files for each future meetings.  See the last
column of (for example) the TSG SA WG1 meetings page: click on ICS to
have the meeting registered as an appointment in your personal calendar
(eg MS Outlook).  (Each TSG and WG has a dedicated web page,
accessible from the 3GPP structure page.  To see meetings information,
use the link top right of the table on the TSG/WG page.)

3GPP IETF Dependencies and Priorities

What is UMTS? (overview of the content of Releases 99 to 5)

Click here for access to the 3GPP ftp site

Last update: 2006-05-09

3GPP home page 1 of 2

https://web.archive.org/web/20060509124633/http://www.3gpp.org/
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Legal notice

3GPP home page 2 of 2

https://web.archive.org/web/20060509124633/http://www.3gpp.org/
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Meeting Calendar | Meeting documents | Plenary meetings |Meetings in ETSI | Hosting a meeting

Note that the meetings of TSGs CN and T and their working groups have become meetings of TSG CT and its working groups and RAN5 from
mid-March 2005 onwards.  See the new TSG structure

Meeting Calendar
3GPP CN GERAN RAN SA T CT

Full 3GPP
meeting
calendar
including
workshops

PCG/OP

All CN

CN Plenary

CN WG1

CN WG3

CN WG4

CN WG5

All GERAN

GERAN
Plenary

GERAN WG1

GERAN WG2

GERAN WG3

All RAN

RAN Plenary

RAN WG1

RAN WG2

RAN WG3

RAN WG4

RAN WG5

All SA

SA Plenary

SA WG1

SA WG2

SA WG3

SA WG4

SA WG5

All T

T Plenary

T WG1

T WG2

T WG3

All CT

CT Plenary

CT WG1

CT WG2

CT WG3

CT WG4

CT WG5

CT WG6

Register for 3GPP meetings

How do I use on-line registration?

Information for meetings held in the Sophia Antipolis area

Meeting Documents
3GPP CN GERAN RAN SA T CT

PCG

OP

FFG

Workshops

Invitations

CN Plenary

CN WG1

CN WG2

CN WG3

CN WG4

CN WG5

ALL GERAN

GERAN
WG3new
TTCN

RAN Plenary

RAN WG1

RAN WG 2

RAN WG 3

RAN WG 4

RAN WG5

SA Plenary

SA WG1

SA WG2

SA WG3

SA WG4

SA WG5

T Plenary

T WG1

T WG2

T WG3

CT Plenary

CT WG1

CT WG2

CT WG3

CT WG4

CT WG5

CT WG6

Text to be used in the call for IPRs during each 3GPP meeting 

Last update: 2005-09-22

3GPP meetings

Full details of all 3GPP Meetings 1 of 1

https://web.archive.org/web/20060502055125/http://www.3gpp.org/Meetings/meetings.htm
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